Hi Parents!
I'm writing this to all parents of teenagers at Mariners Church with some good news!
#1. Parent/Youth Culture Newsletter.
We have recently acquired a deal with one of the most respected teenage/faith organizations that
helps parents better understand media, culture, slang, trends, technology, fashion and what's trending
and in uencing teenagers. It's a weekly newsletter that is really good! I've been vetting it for a while
and I'm super impressed. Obviously, it won't parent for you (wouldn't that be great), but it will de nitely
make you a more informed parent.
Here’s the good news... it's FREE... to parents of Mariners.
All you need to do is go to Axis Newsletter Sign up and give the email address you want it sent to and
indicate Parent and Mariners Church and you should be all set to receive it on a weekly basis. If you
don't love it you can easily unsubscribe.
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Here's what our very own Executive Pastor (and mom) Beth Ganem says about it: "I read this
newsletter every week and I'm amazed at how much I learn about today's teenager and culture. It's a
quick-hit of relevant information that allows me to be a more informed and connected parent as it
triggers great conversations with my teens."

#2. I'm speaking this weekend at all 5 JHM services on HOW TO TRAIN YOUR PARENT

I'm kicking-off a new, 3-week series that is intended to help our junior high students better understand
the family/parents and their role. I love Pastor Josh's vision for this series and it will be fantastic!
It has been so fun to see JH students coming back to church and loving it! We're trying to make it
easier for you to get your junior higher to church with any/all of the 5 services to choose from (Sat. 4
& 5:30... Sun. 8:30, 10 & 11:30). See you this weekend!
#3. HS Exceptional Dance... Sit together...
High school students are invited to serve at the Dancing Without Limits red carpet event celebrating
our Exceptional Adults! We are asking students who want to serve to show up at 6:30p this Saturday
(11/6) in Room 1 of the Youth Building.
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Also, we know it can be dif cult to nd other HS students at our weekend service so we try to sit
together during the Saturday 5:30p & Sunday 11:30a service. Join us (see map below).

Finally, if you think there's something we can do to get your teenager connected and grow spiritually,
please let us know (respond to this email and someone will reach out to see how we might help). As
always, you can go to marinersyouth.com for more information.
Blessings,

